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Rand note: Base effects and US dollar weakness continues to provide a support to
EM currencies, while the carry trade in particular favours the rand, and commodity
prices provide further support
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•

The rand reached R14.14/USD, R16.93/EUR and R19.49/GBP last week, approaching
January 2020’s R13.99/USD and R19.83/GBP, but exceeding its performance against the
euro early last year, as the domestic currency strengthens against the crosses.

•

The rand is by far still the best performing EM currency, both on a year-on-year basis and
since the start of the year, with the Bloomberg EM currency ranker showing the Mexican
and Chilean Pesos, and Czech Koruna well up but nowhere near the rand’s appreciation.

•

Base effects are at play for currencies, and emerging market assets which saw sharp
disinvestment a year ago on differentiated risk perceptions, and so substantial weakening
of their currencies, are now seeing differentiated strength. But the rand is still an
outperformer.

•

In general emerging market currencies continue to strengthen against the US dollar as
the greenback has weakened, however the ZAR is also benefiting from R1.5bn in foreign
net purchases of SA bonds over the last two days alone.

•

However, a year ago the rand was close to R19.00/USD, which is aiding its current 32.4%
y/y appreciation against the USD, although there is also likely market appreciation on how
SA handled its bond market rout a year ago, as well as its recent improved fiscal plans.

•

In particular, the reduction in government debt projections on the recent corporate tax led
revenue overrun has doubtless improved investor confidence towards SA on the bond
side, although markets will still be watching intently to see if fiscal consolidation is
achieved.

•

Risk-on sentiment in global financial markets remains a key driver however of the rand’s
appreciation as well, while SA is showing some progress in structural reform, but these
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factors are all unlikely sufficient drivers of the domestic currency’s recent marked
strength.
•

Instead, it is likely that while foreign investors may be feeling slightly more comfortable on
SA as an investment prospect, overwhelmingly there is still very good return offered on
the carry trade which is a key support in the current run in strength on the rand.

•

Instead, it is likely that while foreign investors may be feeling slightly more comfortable on
SA as an investment prospect, overwhelmingly there is still very good return offered on
the carry trade which is a key support in the current run in strength on the rand.
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•

The heightened instability in Turkey’s political and governance environment also sparked
a differentiation in the rand a few weeks back, allowing the domestic currency to come to
the fore as a leader in the EM currency pack.

•

The sharp elevation in commodity prices have also benefited the domestic currency, which
is both an EM and commodity currency, with the run in commodity prices not yet expected
to be over as global markets anticipate ongoing marked global economic recovery.

•

While it is key to note that the markets’ strong risk taking behaviour will not last, and the
domestic currency is not strengthening on fundamentals, benefiting from market sentiment
and so remains at risk of weakness, April looks like it could average closer to R14.50/USD.
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•

That is, while the rand has been forecast to average R15.30/USD for April, with an
outcome of closer to R14.50/USD for this month possible instead, the second quarter of
this year could average below, as opposed to above, R15.00/USD.

•

Furthermore, the traditional sell-in-May and-go-away phenomena, which typically
weakens EM currencies each year and often starts in April, could be replaced this year by
buy-in-May and-stay-at-home as Covid continues to keep many investors at home.

•

That is, the Northern Hemisphere summer, which traditionally sees market investors take
time off to travel on vacation, and so park investment in less risky assets, is limited this
year in terms of travel destinations by lockdown restrictions.

•

Global financial market players in the Northern Hemisphere may this year instead choose
to continue to seek risk/return gains over Q2.21, and even Q3.21, causing the domestic
currency to run stronger, although at some point it will then correct.

•

Both materially higher inflation and credit ratings downgrades remain risks for the rand in
May, and these are still expected to limit the domestic currency’s gains in that month.
While the rating agencies may choose not to downgrade SA in May, the risk remains.

•

A 1% lift in SA’s inflation rate in April – but published in May, is one of the key risks for the
rand domestically, with only at most a 25bp hike in the repo rate expected. The domestic
currency continues to refuse to remain still, and will instead remain volatile in either
direction.
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